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Nayagan Full HD movie | Kamal Haasan, Saranya Ponwannan, Kartika, Janagaraj, Nassar |. Description: Nazarbek from the Naryn region of Kara-Suuara dies in the hospital, in the arms of his wife. Saddened by grief, she decides to buy
a house for a house burglar and heroin dealer Janagarancha to live with her. But time passes, and the story of Nazarbek begins to unwind when it turns out that Janagarch also has plans for this thieving thief. And when in Karakol the first-

class carriage of the train in which both Nazarbeke and Janagoraj were traveling, people in masks burst in and take advantage of the situation that has now developed to capture both. Nazarbayev and Janargaj are destined to go through
many trials that they could not have imagined on the day they first met. Title: Invisible / MÅ±gkÃ¼lÃ¼ / Notyasam Country: Turkey Genre: melodrama, comedy, crime Quality: WEBRip Original Director: Nuhan Uncayler Cast: Ilkhan

Ulusoy, Mohsen Edere, Ali Bayikker, Kyrym Kyrin, Murat Cheloyan, Aishe Kahrayal, Jannan Yashar, Khachatur Isik, Ibrahim Khazri Country: Azerbaijan Duration: 01:19:32 Translation: Professional [license] Cast: Aishe Aladuzen,
Siret Olybyn, Bakhut Arushy, Attay Mehri, etc. Description: Singing and dancing girl Aishe constantly begs for money from her father, director of a bakery. And one day she meets a married man, police lieutenant Sabih, who persuades

her to help him investigate the theft of a large party budget. As a result, as it turns out, Sabiha's wife, Feriz's lawyer, is involved in this theft, who just wants to be in the city prison at all costs so that after the trial she can go home.
Meanwhile, Sabiha and Feriza are forced by the participants in the theft to commit arson, which removes suspicion from the guards of the bakeries. Sabihu and Ferieh are in turn lured to Ayse and Saba's house to blackmail
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